EMOZION_Arti

A spring and who knows how many seasons still without fairs and exhibitions, without those art events closed
and denied indefinitely to prevent the spread of COVID19.
But the quarantine has certainly not blocked the artist's creativity and, with the usual technique and talent,
the artists continue to produce works of art, to paint, sculpt, write, compose, photograph…., To go beyond
the windows and balconies.
There are already many initiatives that we have given up in this difficult moment but we really want to take
it and we do not want to deny ourselves any emotion or opportunity both to make ourselves known and to
spread internationally artists and works in the first international edition of EMOZION_Arti.
Archi D’Arte organizes this virtual event involving personalities of art and culture; EMOZION_Arti will express
itself and develop online and will keep the promise for the post-Coronavirus to make the project real.
The following will be published on the website and dedicated to the initiative: a gallery, containing one work
per page, with paid contribution, the profile and contacts of the participating artists and anything else
deemed appropriate; a color catalog.
You can participate with works of visual art, up to a maximum of 3 works per artist, or literary, with a
maximum of 3 poems or 1 short story (maximum 4000 characters each), published online; the catalog will be
printed on paper only on reservation and upon payment of only the actual costs per copy (to be defined). It
should be noted that the printing will take place within the time allowed by the emergency for the
coronavirus or when everything has returned to full normal.
Already forced into the home by the virus, both the theme and the artistic technique remain free for
enjoyment and necessity, in addition to the dimensions, in the name of loose and independent creativity.
Ditto with regard to poetic-literary participation with the exception of the dimension of short stories.
In addition to the catalog commented by experts in the artistic sector, downloadable in pdf, merit diplomas
and prizes will be awarded which will be sent to the address provided by the artists at the time of registration.
Works, prizes and awards will be published on the dedicated website www.emozion-arti.eu.
The announcement, the form, the works, the catalog, the galleries, the reviews, the curiosities, the cards and
also what the artists wish to spread, after examination by the Commission, will be published and
downloadable in pdf.
The announcement, form and registration form are already published on: www.emozion-arti.it and
www.emozion-arti.eu
The organizing body is ARCHI D'ARTE; E-mail: emotion you.archi@gmail.com
Technical and artistic committee:
MARIO SALVO - International Art Master, Artistic Director of Emozion-Arti.
ROSELLA BRECCIAROLI - Curator of the event, the gallery and the catalog.
ROBERTO CASTELLUCCI - Writer, Artist and voice of the event.
PATRIZIA DI VETTA - Professor and art historian, artist.

Works and writings that offend common morals and religions, nor that involve any discrimination, are not
accepted. To participate, you must register, using the form provided, sending photographs of the maximum
four works in jpg, 300 dpi resolution. Participation is free. For multimedia and digital expenses, for the
processing of the catalog and reviews, participants are requested to participate in Euros 40.00 (the payment
will be made by bank transfer on the IBAN code n ° IT37V0760103200001046370712 and it will be necessary
to send a copy of the bank transfer by email together with the photos. of works or syllogical files to the
Organizing Curator).
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